
PROCUREMENT  
IN MOTION



UNUSUALLY CLEVER
It’s pretty simple really. We all want an end-to-end workflow that is more 
intuitive, more flexible, more transparent and better value than ever before. 
This isn’t just procurement, this is ZOOL procurement.

In fact, procurement is all we do, and we’re here to change the game:

     Easy to use and very elegant, ZOOL centralises all your procurement 
processes in one hyper-intelligent hub

     Fully customisable set up ensures that every single transaction 
becomes simple, seamless and compliant

     The real-time reporting dashboard delivers crucial insights to help 
supercharge your business resources

     Live competitive tension results in the best supplier value for every job, 
every time and drives accountability

We’re for insights, ROI and real savings. We’re for procurement being a  
driving force in business. With over 3,000 users and counting, we believe  
the robust, specialised and award-winning ZOOL platform is the new way  
of intelligent procurement. 
 
ZOOL. Unusual name. Unusually clever procurement. Since 2007.
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PROCUREMENT  
UNLEASHED
Old world procurement can be clunky, static, 
fragmented and complex. ZOOL is the new 
world where clever is cool and smart is the 
new black… and ZOOL is seriously smart.

It’s like poetry in motion. 

It’s procurement in motion!
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MORE INTUITIVE 
ZOOL helps to centralise and automate high volume and value transactions 
between buyers and suppliers. Even more importantly, this hyper-intelligent hub 
is easy to use and backed by a friendly, local customer support team who are 
eager to help out.

ZOOL covers all aspects of the supply chain, from job, contract and vendor 
management through to compliance and regulatory requirements and spend 
analysis. This mitigates risk as the buyer determines protocols and is in complete 
control at all times.

MORE FLEXIBLE  
ZOOL comes right out of the box and the set up is designed based on your 
specific business needs. The system is highly scalable and can be adopted  
for the management of a single category right through to a large scale 
international operation.

ZOOL displays much more versatility than the software giants. The modular  
and template driven approach allows for customisation to enhance your 
workflows. At a job level, ZOOL handles all specifications from standard  
through to intricate.
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MORE TRANSPARENT
ZOOL is powerful, because your data turned into insights is powerful. With a 
real-time reporting dashboard, procurement intel has never been richer and  
more readily available. So no more waiting for difficult to understand reports to 
be infrequently run.

As an independent and unbiased sourcing platform, ZOOL ticks all the boxes 
when it comes to compliance. Not only is the platform business grade with the 
highest level of security, but online workflows ensure that all the info you need is 
right at your fingertips.

BETTER VALUE
ZOOL works to deliver significant and ongoing reductions in business expenses. 
This is based on competitive tension for every single job, every single time. So 
for your panels, this means the elimination of comfort buying and an increase in 
participation rates.

ZOOL empowers leaders and users and in turn drives even greater 
accountability. It makes your work life a whole lot easier. By saving time on 
manual work, users can redirect effort to more effectively managing the 
procurement process for all stakeholders.
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PROCUREMENT SORTED
You + ZOOL = a force to be reckoned with. It’s not what you’d typically expect 
from procurement… and that’s exactly why it works. This powerful tool will 
continue to get better and better.

Of course, saving money and time is just part of the equation. Our flexible pricing 
model is based on simplicity and transparency.

So if you want to do things differently and set procurement in motion, let’s talk 
more about your specific needs and lock in a demo.
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www.zoolglobal.com

ZOOL Global Pty Ltd ABN 16 082 001 796

1300 300 784 
info@zoolglobal.com

7 Reliance Drive 
Tuggerah NSW 2259 

Australia


